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For all who’ve suffered the multi-generational consequences of nation building.
May the shapes of the future arise from a renewed imagination.
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Korea, What is
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An impossibility. And of what potentials--can you enumerate?
Phase one: resource depletion.
Phase two: infrastructural failure.
Phase three:
Phase four:
Phase five: active resistance.
Phase six:
Phase seven: the formation of a new national leadership.
“gnarly chaos” in the “ultimate fog of war.”
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A cross kite. My link to the sky, pinned up into wafting blueness there. Grafted together, folded like
a paper coat, a hidden oath like a never worn, golden ring. Wait--I thought this was the beginning of
my skin. “[T]hat may be an indication of what lies ahead.”
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Sue sent me her hair. Dry and brittle to the touch, I thought to braid it into a chain, cast it into the
sky. Dry and brittle to the touch, I thought to sew a book and read myself there. “And of what use
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total: 120,540 sq km
land: 120,410 sq km
water: 130 sq km
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total: 98,480 sq km
land: 98,190 sq km
water: 290 sq km

A region in eastern Asia forming a peninsula between the East Sea and the Yellow Sea, now divided.
Ruled from the 14th century by the Yi dynasty but more recently dominated by the Chinese and
Japanese in turn. Annexed by Japan in 1910. Following the Japanese surrender at the end of World
War II, it was partitioned along the 38th parallel.
“Do not touch me!”
but this strategy would fail.
“for a harbinger
for the kind of chaos that looms”
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A venture. Mis-, mid. Added. Stake the flag. Stage the fleck. A ripple or noble breeze. ese frogmen
who leap ashore--the story would have you believe your daughter was in the well. She leaps with
them and is that all. Savagely mistaken, I imagine how buildings collapse. Savagely mistaken, I
imagine not remembering. Swelter of hot sun, crowds, fish.
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A nomenclature of division. Of parts and wholes, some to sums. Grant him a visa, he who eats with
a spoon, document a tattered list of names. Henceforth a circulation in pieces, spectated from the
other side of the globe, here in miniature, or not written on my midriﬀ in bold. “ere is no going
back,” he warned.
“the same point the Challenger exploded
the moment when things are most likely to go wrong”
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* Chemical production sites.
+ Biological weapons sites.
- Uranium enrichment sites.
would they fight if there were an unforeseen rebellion?
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Kite: between two impossible states. A tug and pull enforced by sky’s restless dreaming, contrary
wakefulness of earth, nerve-like. Flicker feeling in the flesh, cast free but held.
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Paene insula. Of almosts. Instead, we let the remarks crumple then burn. Paene, suﬀering what
constitutionally reemerges, suﬀering predicated on absence [sensations]. If I could see all the way
through to the horizon, maybe. Paene of distances, paene of nearsight. Paene of oceanic abundance,
which we like to say was renamed _______: to mark or brand.
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“it has now gone back to phase three”
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water pollution; inadequate supplies of potable water; waterborne disease; deforestation; soil erosion
and degradation
17 years of age. universal.

“these brainwashed Asians
will stand and fight.”
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A sound recording of Aegukka. Streamed images of jubilee.¹

“One generation will simply have to die.”

¹ North and South Korea’s national anthems share the same title. ere has also been a “united Korean
anthem” created by blending the melodies of the two nations’ anthems seamlessly, used by some to promote
Korean re-unification.
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e wind pulls higher, tauter, a diminishment via intensity. I mean to take oﬀ in those fabric
pinions, the clam shells and postcards we stitched together to make a home. Par Avion structures I
designated there.
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Leading to a vastness--do not paraphrase. What is the nature of this landing, what is the color of that
plane, and who are you to venture outward. Staggering in the gale, or the way a shoe, tempered.
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Kim Tae Yeon Is “Single” Again Girls’
Generation leader and I got konglish lyrics
Kim Tae Yeon will soon be without her regular two
partners kinda fading as each day passes by
something of an ugly hack and
also rather deficient on MBC
about to take a drastic change as a viable option
for Kangin Come Party with Se7en in Atlanta
featuring Lil Kim
through a fancam at the Gimpo Airport
grabbing a girl’s wrist and taking
in fact oﬀ frequency
Kim Yoo Jin Joins After School + Diva Teaser
the act which is turning oﬀ such trivial luminous bars
is a matter of shame I’d like to request SEXY BOY
I encourage anyone who hasn't heard it
to chit chat with beautiful ladies
best friends from highschool
common within the literature that expressed soft love
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“whose armored vehicle crushed two schoolgirls to death

I was thinking of everyone so I picked you up a souvenir.
It’s a piece of the original barbed wire fence.
ey wanted us to stand behind this ‘photo line’ for taking photos.
I decided to invite my buddy Bill.
I felt like I was getting ready for war.
(free storage lockers were available)
e world’s most dangerous par 3, one hole golf course.
e other side of that fence is littered with land mines.
(What happens if they have an upset stomach?)
With only half his body exposed facing the North.
To not point or make any gestures.
(at’s a popsicle stick in my mouth;
it was a pineapple popsicle for those who really care)
Notice his Tae Kwon Do stance and Ray Ban aviator sunglasses
”yeah, I love the convenience stores
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M Street’s Lee Seo Hyun Commits Suicide
8689 Views | 59 Comments
johnnydorama in K-Pop | 02 Dec 2008 - 12:35 AM
M Street Lee Seo Hyun
* Shareis
* Subscribe to RSS
* Subscribe via E-mail
And the celebrity suicides continue in 2008. M Street’s member Lee Seo Hyun(30), was discovered
hanging from his neck, on 12/1 at 4:30pm KST at the Seoul YangJaeDong practice studio.
Lee Seo Hyun left a note saying sorry to his parents as well as to his fellow church-mates. e reason
for his suicide: failed stock investments, a couple hundred thousand dollars worth of borrowed
money.
M Street debuted in 2004 with their first album entitled, “Boy’s Story in the City.” M Street is
comparable to such groups as SG Wannabe, VOS and Buzz. Unfortunately, they never received the
popularity they deserved, which was upsetting. M Street later on released their first single in 2005
entitled, “Start.” In 2006 they released a digital single, “Together,” and in 2007 another single
entitled, “Tension.” Last February (2008), they made yet another attempt with “Sunset Gift (노을의
선물),” but that too was not well received.
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“My warning goes out to all citizens that human beings are in an endangered situation. at
uncontrolled multinational corporations and a small number of big WTO Members are leading an
undesirable globalization that is inhumane, environmentally degrading, farmer-killing, and
undemocratic. It should be stopped immediately.”
--Lee Kyung Hae
“the suicide capital of Asia, is moving to ban search engines from excepting search queries
such as, ‘suicide,’ ‘suicide methods,’ ‘group suicide,’ and other terms pertaining to
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Policy makers and the general public readily admit that mental illness — even a common disorder
like depression — is rarely talked about openly in the country. “Koreans are very secretive about
psychiatric problems,” says Lee Myung Soo, a psychiatrist at the Seoul Metropolitan Mental Health
Centre who agrees that one of the main reasons that people won't talk about it here is fear of losing
one’s job. More people will probably seek treatment because of Choi’s death, explains Lee. But he
also fears that there will be more suicides, as has happened after other celebrity deaths.
(Time Magazine, Jennifer Veale)
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Slightly diﬀerent are the “juicy bars” found near U.S. military camps. ese cater mostly to
foreigners, with clients buying overpriced drinks (8,000- 10,000 won or more for a drink that
usually contains little or no alcohol) for the girls. Many uninitiated to the scene have thought they
were buying true love with 4 or 5 drinks, only to come back the next day and find the girl hanging
all over the next person to come in the door.

“It’s nice to be flattered by pretty girls.”
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“But Teacher! What if you have so many money in debt and not good job? en maybe making
suicide is best choice.”

“Looking back, I think my body was not mine, but the government’s and the U.S. military’s.”
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Your request is being processed...
Roh Moo-hyun, Former South Korean President, Kills Himself
digg Share this on Facebook Huﬀpost - Roh Moo-hyun, Former South Korean President, Kills
Himself stumble reddit del.ico.us Shareis RSS
KWANG-TAE KIM | May 22, 2009 11:59 PM EST | AP
Compare other versions »
Compare and versions
I Like It I Don’t Like It
Read More: Former South Korean President, Roh Moo Hyun Suicide, Roh Moo-Hyun, Roo MooHyun Dies, South Korean President, World News
Be the First to Submit
is Story to DiggBuzz up!
In this picture taken ursday, April 30, 2009, former South Korean President Roh Moo-hyun
apologizes to the nation before leaving to the Supreme Prosecutor's Oﬃce in Seoul for questioning
over allegations of bribery, in front of his house in Bongha, South Korea. A news report says that
former South Korean President Roh Moo-hyun appears to have died after a fall while mountain
climbing. (AP Photo/Yonhap, Lee Sang-hack)
Get Breaking News Alerts
never spam
*
Share
*
Print
*
Comments
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“a bridge linking the metropole to the hinterland economies”
Is a distinction really a diﬀerence or merely perceptual. You keep moving when I require that this
question remain still. Of the various occupiers, you are beloved to me, name I forgot in speaking,
word I cast down as impossible and true.
“the world is, in essence, a material entity”
“moves, changes, and develops in accordance with”
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잊어버리다
~oneself
~fully
~fulness
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highly emotional
very nationalistic
they all took home presents
watches
tvs
washing machines
“who won a warm spot in the hearts of the populace when he entered this capital as a liberator nearly
three months ago, now is regarded with suspicion by many
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You would say it is grounded in the sun. I pin it up to flight. What light makes visible, but currents
transport elsewhere buried under rock. Are these divergences so diﬀerent. I am not writing about a
release. e body stabilizes as a form of brightness, heat. e quantities arising as fingers and
eyelashes are held only for a breath, drawn deeply.
As though history conquers--in some instances, it evades or slips past. e origins of a national
boundary--a stain.
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sounds of a flag
fluttering in a breeze
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“elucidate the essential features of man
I held my shoes against my chest
pretending to be asleep.
How I longed to have a father.
“his position and role as dominator and transformer of the world
who remembers what he looks like?
I think he was very tall.
We played with gold bars in the city.
“, and thus raised his dignity and value to the highest possible level
For three days he kept me.
What could I do?
A young woman alone with him like that.

“but also the spread of a political order that inscribes in the social world a new conception of space,
new forms of personhood, and a new means of manufacturing the experience of the real
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Underground National (a priori
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WHO said,
into what future, not
an element-as a foreigner, hardly, but
a more disciplinary profusion
into the imaginary of
our “nation.”
And that,
too,
is underground,
forced into a complex of
understandings that
only come to the fore
implicitly,
(when
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we

avert our

eyes

To observe a thing is
to alter it.
(yes)
And
the vector of this has
the same velocity of
your eyes across
slick skin.
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e “nation” as a furtive
heterogeneity we want
to read as flat
that this body

And it casts back
an arbitrary stasis of
“THEN”
(suddenly)
enfolds

___________________________________________________________
<
‘make firm, establish’>
I only wanted what to say to say it
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A hologram projected
out of the desires
steeped into this saturation
of time, which we see as a
pool rather than a
moving flow.
(Am I a flicker or a steady state glow,
this form
which
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enfolded into, perhaps
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a mountain range on fire

And the contradictions that emerge-serpentine destruction
loose in a lava flow
calm meditativeness, what
attends our murderous capacity
“the sort of deadly aim”
draw orange blossoms
from its ends
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Isn’t that the home we tend
garden of split teeth
the wordy dialects we send underground?
And by dialect, to indicate that very thing
both home and foreign
what marks you safe but also alien-All porous confines confound, perhaps.
A ray of light. A sting.
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to bury a thing but not kill it
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But what the nation speaks, we are required to understand.
And that speaking ties us to this sinking ground.
And it isn’t stone at all, but made of blood.
Just as I am, just as you are.
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If I refuse to understand-“What is life without honor” and what is honor without love.
To love this “nation” is to ________.
And refusal is hardly a refutation. No?
I love you when I slap your hand.
You love me when I reach and fail.
___________________________________________________________
In secrecy or hiding. Of or denoting a group movement seeking to explore alternative forms of
lifestyle or artistic expression; by a free form injection into the prescribed parameters for doubt, for
the way the imagination harbors light and stills it.
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Held in close on all sides--this body politic, because when we run we run from ________.

Without a firmament or horizon

(and this suggests

no sense of progress
no means to track time
the erasure of distance
And in our knowing we know only
[Erasing a history in the same manner one forgets sunlight]
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a (subterranean) sea
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array of pale light

<Of or relating to a “nation”; common to or characteristic of a whole nation>
And what is enough distance to see.
Outside of a nation being _______, ________, and _________.
Yes or no.
e subtleties of your be(long)ing as the outline of a metaphor.
Filled with shapes such as
blue herons
used artillery cartridges
a loaf of white bread
recurring dreams of lightning
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An embodied archive of various, contradictory readings of history. As such, I am both alive and dead,
embedded in this moment, most accurately present, but also outside and (seemingly) recognizable only via
depiction. e letters across this page do not write themselves, and yet you read them with hardly a
thought’s eﬀort. e consequence? e confines of this life squeeze in around me, such that when I lay prone
to rest, I pant.
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And the “nation,” we agree, is aging.
mirage against which we can no longer build over asphalt
sun moves across the sky in seeming decline

___________________________________________________________
And what is this space we live in-to be one of a multitude
but cutout as well--
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Notes for a Style of Speaking (II)
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swiftly,
like a whirlwind
run at full speed.
run fast.
dash.
proceed to enter. to hush up.
a school, a process. an amplitude ((of vibration))
a course of action, a path.
shake oﬀ the fetters of
throw oﬀ the yoke ((of ))
run out
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progress with the program as arranged.
make rapid (slow) progress
be going on
be under way
crimson, cardinal, scarlet
repose of souls. a requiem for the deceased.
a theory of evolution.
“at is better in quality and quantity than this”
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be amazed
be soft
watery
aghast, dumbfounded
turn deadly pale with horror

an earthen pot
a shoulder strap
a malady
a questionnaire
a questioner
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drag a ((heavy thing))
walk with one’s skirt trailing
shuﬄe one’s feet along
be saddled with
a debt or duty.
this heavy wind, a complaint.
be dark, deep,
exhausted, true.
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(the underground national didn’t blow up)

for want of love
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On October 16, 2006, the Office of the Director of National Intelligence announced that analysis of airsamples conducted on October 11 had confirmed that the event had been an underground nuclear
explosion near P'unggye on October 9, 2006. DNI concluded that the “explosion yield was less than a
kiloton.” The USGS reported a magnitude of 4.2 on the Richter Scale with a location at 41.29N
129.09E +/- 8.1 km. Initial speculations about the yield ranged from less than 1 kt up to 15 kt.

In Washington, White House Press Secretary Tony Snow said, “We can't confirm independently,
although we're aware of the reports.”

This is a “stirring time when all the people of the country are making a great leap forward in the
building of a great prosperous powerful socialist nation.” --The Korean Central News Agency
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to kiss wasn’t an explosion.
I ceased listening, or the dissolve turned to repeat
time streams figured as a conjunction, new variety of split,
a beginning [sic].
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Irradiated air. Contaminated waterways, or an imagined thickening of the throat. e newscaster
claimed area residents had no idea anything was wrong. Was anything wrong?

“is expected or cannot be excluded”
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if surrender.
a slip, twist, bruise
canopy of starlight
uneven meridian
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wrong as in time.
a happening. Did it happen?
“a menage a little kinky”
startled by daylight

site of tremor
from test
from sorrow
from service
from blast
Against stroking tensions I mean intentions or how the populace caved, we didn’t care. A “novel”
alarm. Vague hand shakes, smoke. So we go on saying it again. “You aren’t easy on the eyes.”
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stutter then stumble, rise and fall.
how mountains ascend, the human heart also a convulse-muscular shock alloyed into a covered explosion,
shut.

“and the international community will respond.”
an “historic event that brought happiness to our military and people”
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might be-decides to deal with it, and does so fairly soon

leveled high rise buildings and 20 ft
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(if breath transforms water, life
what are we to make of
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A plenary approach between two foreign bodies, what the sky dreamed as we all fell still. Confluence
of isolations, most certain. I am confused, dumbstruck ((deadly pale))--it tickles when I touch you
there, there. “I am not quite comfortable.”

“was born into this system and is in a sense a prisoner of it himself ”

A tectonic pulse, another way to imagine a breach, or what else stands against the DMZ.
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A slow starvation on a mass scale.
No period given for the times of the deaths.
No sign of a verging popular revolt.
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it might have been
((almost))
a possibility,
unique or otherwise amended

a cameo appearance transmitted from the heart
“risking even further isolation”
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“analysis of air sampled detected radioactive debris”
“strong and firm hand”
“strong and firm response”

“detect, disrupt, deter”
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THE BENEFIT OF HAVING A HUMAN BODY
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It is beautiful to be made a human, a human with eyes that see, ears that hear, hands that clasp
things close to a ribbed chest, within which nests a sleeping cat or a remark on white birch trees
along a hill. Beautiful to suﬀer injuries, to see blood ooze from a minor wound or scrape, how the
skin, a softened paper, pulls away in a moist mass. Beautiful still to become worn out with appetite,
to digest noisily for hours at a time. To wake up coughing and cold, to scratch at dried out cheeks
and rinse blistered lips at the kitchen faucet, hunched up again. It is beautiful to wash an open
wound, catering to the minutest chills and burns with a softened cloth, a splash of vinegar or a
cotton swab.
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When we talk about going there, it is with the tacit acknowledgment that “there” is not a space. By
going “there,” we mean a psychological location rather than a geographic one. By talking about it, we
in fact delimit the various possibilities of “there,” but also give it a positive substance.
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If I suppose “there” as another word for night, or what the sun can’t touch, or the things that are
occluded to us in a variety of periodizations and unruly circumstances, the unknowability of “there”
emerges as a natural phenomenon, which I am a contributor to and consequence of. Night is a
regularity, one we don’t bother to predict. But I exert some control over my experience of it as I
traverse the continent. And that, too, is a miracle of technology.
And by “night,” I mean, truly, the things I dropped out of wanting them too quickly. And I number
you among them.
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ere is a hungry place. It fills and goes forth recklessly. Tectonic spill. It requires all my eﬀort to
describe it. I am tired.
ere has an outline, bordered on most sides by salt water, the ph of which approximates blood. at
is an old story, not worth detailing.
ere motions me forwards. ere asks me to ask questions. I am not prepared.
ere is a girl inside, surrounded by trees, mostly oaks, and she wants to run. e sky lunges at her
continuously and her feet have no grip. is is not about fear. She is very thirsty and drinks ice water
until her teeth ache.
Looking at her, I see how she invades her environment and breathes her noises into it. e sky lunges
because it is pinned to the top of her head. Her teeth ache because they are trying to tell her that
they know they are stones. Of the elements how she emerged, and towards.
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Later she worked as a nurse. ere are many things about her I assume because I do not understand
most of what she says. She therefore talks to me using the same tender simplicity with which you
address a child. Histories are debris we gather together and they are never in a line, we agreed--if line
means something that does not bend, double back, or break. I assume she enjoyed sweet beans and
freshly laundered clothes. I help by explaining a Medicaid letter to her. I do not do this often. I eat
what she prepares and is that a form of love.
she described to me a birthday egg, the way
she savored it and then
drops of wax she played with
when she ought to be asleep
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Most places I go to have disappeared. ey do so all the time. is place is in reality a gesture, and by
that it stirs forth and arcs. e dreams I have never appeared to begin with, but made themselves
known to me without the use of my eyes. I traveled in a ship at great speed across the sky. It was
cavernous and dry. I was on my knees. Tell me about the things you also have never seen. Were they
bordered on three sides by the sea.
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Here, right now, is actually a dream. I am convinced of this, because only I see what I see. A dream is
not so diﬀerent from a geography. Something similar to a legend emerges out of the symbolic
synchronizations in my mind. And the way I can place them is just like tethering a kite--how
buﬀeted and across many sides, and what I hold to such a slender thing.
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Should I emigrate if the opportunity arises. e idea frightens me, makes me feel isolated, as though
I were trapped inside the world’s core without a vent.
What diﬀerence does it make to go from one way to another, to walk across the street and be
observed. I dislike how strange men stare straight into my face. I dislike the way their eyes have to
flicker from across the road or from inside their cars. What diﬀerence in those faces or streets, what
diﬀerence. But mostly I think of the ways a body can fall from out of the sky, and would my arms
flail or stretch, and would we be sheared by wind or waves. Because the sun admonishes my travel
home. It extends its spindly legs to stand on my shoulders and face. And the plane I think I have to
catch is split in half, and the world is a disaster, and I am too young to understand who gets to make
the real decisions and who just seems to decide.
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December 22, 1970. Paterson, New Jersey is a horrible city. ieves will stab a woman just to take
her purse, and this happens multiple times at the bus stop just outside her window. But she doesn’t
know this immediately--this takes a series of days, alone, in her locked room to discover. e bright
snap of the air and lights, the helpful attendants on all sides that delivered her into this space with
her luggage in tow, the family she left behind, and her, pregnant and so young--are those grouped
together in that same space now, in that place that occupies the many terms she has stored away for
arrival?
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And though my heart beats, and it particularly beats when I look at him, I know that what he thinks
and sees are two diﬀerent things. It’s not the same place that you left, I say. I can see how he wants to
disagree, but he’s caught up with some imaginary clouds or the space inside his body that dictates
what it means to feel, move, or be a man. I am prepared to become very upset. He states it happens
every month, which for me is just the tipping point. I see that there are mirrors that stand between
us and the lands we claim as home. Still, I stand on razors and when I look at him, what do I see.
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I remind you that there is never a return, only arrival. Arrival as steady as an uprising in integers,
a steady count, steady in its variety and assurance. There are no two signs that mean the same
thing; this color red may assuage where in other aspects its burns. The sky has us in fetters--it
promises to lead us over mountains and their various secret passes, it offers up a dozen
alternatives for this vantage point I hold onto now, and still we are pinned to this “progression,”
this casting and being cast aside. Your love of brightness and hatred of metaphors occasionally
makes me gnash my teeth. What can we set aside in order to see? I hallucinate this landscape,
and am myself a mirage. Aren’t I a whisper for the possibilities you felt somehow entitled to, oh
sea from shining.
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December 19th. An occidental way of measuring time, of aligning ourselves to the brightest star
in the sky. It makes you simultaneously two parts animal and one part man. I think how maybe
you imagined the man inside you holding you up, when really it was your two slender arms. I’d
like to think what kept the family together wasn’t money, but some measure of gravity that
developed between these spirits under one roof called “home.” A square line I drew on a white
field to indicate a household, a dwelling place made up of many shared instances of time. The
woody relief extending towards the river was a play space and a loss. A space once for encamped
soldiers, maybe.
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And inevitably, regardless arrival, regardless the many small and difficult decisions,
compromises, and sacrifices that lead a body or its spirit there, it is never what it seemed to be.
That quality of air you brace yourself for, that headlong into another ocean’s wrap, a new sound’s
spray, out of it you emerge and drop. How does it dissolve, in the loudest collapse, or does it
shuffle backwards into a swiftly shutting past? The seams that hold things together also keep
them at bay, just like the body is a barrier and embrace. I mention these things to you very softly,
and only when I think you are asleep. And the expression of them, is that so meaningful, and
what.
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For Which It Stands
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plight
a crushing defeat.
(be) true; real; honest; faithful; sincere; upright.
the true meaning: one’s real intention
a true story [remark]
the truth; a (real) fact
truly; really; indeed
believe ((what a person says))

(who can
to take ((a person’s word)) seriously
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a fine-toothed bamboo comb.
a melon. really; truly; indeed.
“a novel and quite unconventional design”

a sparrow ((sight))
present oneself at.
participate [take part] ((in))
have a share ((in))
the presence of a witness
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the blue sky. the azure. a window.
a lattice, lattice-work.

within bounds (one’s limitations)
one’s debt to his country
a (large) ladle: a dipper
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deep blue. green. be far oﬀ [away]
bright; rosy. a bright [rosy] future. still have a long way to go.
“A young man who has a bright future”

[in the midst of a great hurry]
big sea waves. an iris.
a [sweet] flag
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Notes to the text
I am not in the habit of documenting my source texts, but due to the density of materials I
incorporated in “Korea, What Is” and some of the permissions involved, I felt it best to include a
bibliographic record.
Section One
e first image is taken from the website Globalsecurity.org, a non-profit directed by John Pike. e
image was captured by
the orbiting Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite over regions
of the world at night. e DMSP is a Department of Defense (DoD) program run
by the Air Force Space and Missile Systems Center (SMC). e Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program satellites carry the Operational Linescan System
(OLS) in low-altitude polar orbits. (“North Korea is Dark”)
<http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/dprk/dprk-dark.htm>
I incorporated several excerpts from other texts, many of which I altered in some manner through
erasure, lineation, or rewrites of short phrases.
CIA. “Korea, North” and “Korea, South.” e World Factbook. <https://www.cia.gov/library/
publications/the-world-factbook/index.html>
Kaplan, Robert D. “When North Korea Falls.” e Atlantic Monthly October 2006.
“North Korea.” Nationalanthems.info. <http://www.nationalanthems.info/kp.htm>
“Korea” and “Peninsula” e New Oxford American Dictionary, 2nd Edition. Oxford University Press,
2005.
Section Two
e opening image was taken from a NASA satellite image catalogued on their website Visible Earth,
a “catalog of NASA images and animations of our home planet” <http://visibleearth.nasa.gov/>.
e majority of borrowed texts from this section came from a variety of blogs, many of them on
Korean pop-culture and news, such as All K-Pop <www.allkpop.com>, e Daily Kimchi
<thedailykimchi.blogspot.com>, Idlewordship <www.idlewordship.com>, Life in Korea
<www.lifeinkorea.com>.
Other materials came from the following articles:
Carlsen, Laura. “‘e WTO Kills Farmers’: In Memory of Lee Kyung Hae.” e Americas Program.
September 11, 2003. <http://americas.irc-online.org/pdf/columns/0309lee.pdf>.
Choe, Sang-Hun. “Ex-Prostitutes Say South Korea and U.S. Enabled Sex Trade Near Bases.” e
New York Times. January 7, 2009.
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